
PROGRAMMATIC TRADING &
PRIVATE MARKETPLACES
WHERE DO PRIVATE MARKETPLACES FIT IN?

Programmatic buying and selling of inventory through 
real-time bidding (RTB), API’s, and other methods is 
rapidly gaining momentum. Programmatic trading 
provides control and transparency to both buyers and 
sellers and may help both parties do business more 
effectively. It helps trading desks buy targeted audience 
instead of inventory and it helps publishers increase the 
revenue from their remnant inventory. 

Private marketplaces (or private exchanges) is a loosely 
defined industry term that often (but not always) refers to 
the cases when programmatic trading is executed as part 
of a commercial agreement to create one-to-one or 
one-to-many arrangements with specified inventory, 
volumes, prices, and participants. Private marketplaces 
might eventually evolve to blur the distinction between 
direct sales and remnant inventory and fill the void that 
currently exists between true premium direct deals and 
low-value remnant inventory.

Publishers might eventually re-direct some smaller deals 
towards programmatic trading thereby reducing the 
manual overhead of IO management, trafficking and 
billing.

WHICH BUSINESS MODELS WILL EMERGE?

Programmatic trading has a new degree of transparency. 
To prevent channel conflict, publishers will benefit from a 
sell-side platform designed to support highly tailored 
business models and quick pilot tests with trading desk 
partners. Below are just three examples of potential 
set-ups: 

 • Exclusive lower floor price: A publisher offers a   
  trading desk a lower floor price to beat for a certain  
  portion of non-guaranteed inventory. In essence, the  
  trading desk is offered a bargain whenever the   
  demand for the impression is low. In return, the   
  trading desk offers a volume commitment.

 • First look: A publisher offers a trading desk the    
  “first look” at a specific fixed price for certain   
  inventory. If the trading desk does not buy the   
  impression, it might go to another  buyer (”second   
  look”) or to a standard RTB auction. The trading desk  
  can make real-time buying decisions on an    
  impression level, and therefore buy exactly the   
  audience they want. In return the publisher can ask  
  for a higher price and/or volume commitments.

 • Members Only: A publisher invites a number of    
  trading desks to an exclusive private area.  This could  
  allow highly brand-sensitive publishers to open up   
  new inventory for real-time-bidding to supplement  
  their direct sales.

THE RUBICON REVV PLATFORM

Rubicon’s REVV platform provides publishers with pricing 
and access controls for flexible programmatic trading and 
highly tailored private marketplaces.
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